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Abstract

Hydrogen–air combustion characteristics of a small-scale reactor with different catalyst layouts and
configurations are experimentally and numerically investigated. Four different platinum catalyst layouts
are used to investigate the effect of catalyst segmentation on combustion performance. It is found that com-
bustion phenomena are strongly related to the variations of inflow velocity, equivalence ratio, and length of
catalyst segment. The existence of hetero- and homogeneous reactions in the combustor relies on sufficient
catalytically induced exothermicity as well as sufficient hydrogen in the remaining mixture. Besides, the
multi-segment catalyst with cavities appreciably extends the stable operating range of catalytic combustion
in a small-scale combustor for a wide range of inflow velocities. Nevertheless, gas-phase reaction can be
sustained and anchored by the existence of cavity in a small-scale system. The reactor with proposed mech-
anisms can be applied to various small-scale power, heat generation, and propulsion systems.
� 2012 Published by Elsevier Inc. on behalf of The Combustion Institute.
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1. Introduction

Small-scale hydrogen-fueled reactors have
been considered as a potential scenario for devel-
oping electrical power generation in portable
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electronics [1–4]. The increased surface-to-volume
ratio (S/V) of a small reactor not only increases
the heat losses to the wall, but also enhances the
possibility of radical termination on the wall. It
has been shown that the operating ranges are very
narrow for stable combustion in the small-scale
combustors [5–8]. Nonetheless, the small-scale
catalytic reactors exhibit a wider stability map
than that of small-scale homogeneous combustors
[9,10]. The catalytic layer deposited on the reactor
wall allows sustaining chemical reactions at lower
temperatures and higher heat losses, thus reducing
the impact of thermal quenching.

In general, the use of small-scale combustor for
power system requires high power density, which
can be obtained by increasing the inlet mass flow
nc. on behalf of The Combustion Institute.
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rate and thus gas velocity. On the other hand, to
reach high fuel conversions, the residence time
must be relatively long which means that low inlet
gas velocities are needed to prevent blow-out con-
ditions. As a result, a trade-off in the choice of the
inlet gas velocity has to be reached. In order to
improve the above shortcomings, novel channel
configuration and catalyst layouts [11–16] are pro-
posed to implement in a small-scale reactor. Our
previous numerical studies [14–16] indicated that
the catalyst segmentation and cavities imple-
mented in a micro-channel can enhance the het-
ero- and homogeneous reactions and accelerate
the fuel conversion in high inflow velocities.
Numerical results showed that no significant dif-
ference in hydrogen conversion is found among
the different catalyst layouts, but the anchoring
position of homogeneous reaction in a multi-seg-
ment catalyst channel moves upstream as com-
pared to a single catalyst channel. It is no doubt
that the effects of heat losses and unknown factors
would influence the combustion phenomenon and
flammability in a small-scale confined channel.
However, numerical simulation is not comprehen-
sively equivalent to complete examination of the
combustion phenomena in a small-scale reactor
with different catalyst layout and configuration.
Therefore, in the present study, the complicated
catalytic combustion phenomena in a small-scale
reactor with different catalyst layouts and cavities
are examined by numerical simulation with
detailed chemical and thermal dissipation mecha-
nisms and counter-validated by experimental
observations to elucidate the combustion charac-
teristics for the first time.
2. Experimental apparatus

Figure 1 shows the photograph of the small-
scale reactor assembly and sketch of experimental
Fig. 1. Photograph of the small-scale reactor assembly
and sketch of experimental apparatus.
apparatus. The reactor has a dimension of 82 mm
in length, 20 mm in width and 5 mm in height. A
spark igniter and a slot are installed in the reactor.
The slot allows placing a ceramic stick coasted
with different catalyst layouts and configurations.
Two different surfaces, flat and cratered surfaces,
of aluminum oxide ceramic stick (60 (l) � 3
(w) � 2 mm (h)) are employed for the present
study. For the flat surface, four types of catalyst
layouts are considered: eight segments each with
2 mm catalyst, four segments each with 4 mm cat-
alyst, two segments each with 8 mm catalyst, and
a 16 mm catalyst without segmentation. The total
area of catalyst disposition is kept constant for
both with and without catalyst segmentation
cases. For the cratered surface, the channel con-
sists of eight segments each with 2 mm catalyst
and seven cavities (2 (l) � 3 (w) � 1 mm (d)).
The reactor is placed in a digital controlled electri-
cal heater to maintain the surrounding tempera-
ture of the chamber at 600 K. A camera is used
to record the combustion phenomenon in the
channel. Type-R thermocouple is embedded in
the exit of the reactor to monitor reaction occur-
rence, and the correspondingly uncertainty is
within ±1%. When the exit temperature is around
or below 600 K with dark red color appeared in
the channel, it means that only heterogeneous
reaction takes place in the reactor. Similarly, when
the exit temperature is greater than 1000 K with
bright white color anchored in the channel, it
means that both hetero- and homogeneous reac-
tions occur in the reactor.
3. Numerical model and chemical mechanism

A commercial code, CFD-ACE+ [17], is mod-
ified to incorporate detailed gas-phase and surface
reaction mechanisms in CHEMKIN formats to
simulate the flow and reaction characteristics
inside the small-scale reactor. For simplicity, the
small-scale reactor is modeled as a two-dimen-
sional system with a gap width (L) of 1 mm
between the two parallel plates in the numerical
simulation. The numerical model consists of
steady-state two-dimensional Navier–Stokes
equations, mass and energy conservation equa-
tions, and species equation for each chemical spe-
cies. Figure 2 shows the schematic diagram of the
Fig. 2. Schematic diagram of the small-scale reactor
model.
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Fig. 3. Photograph of combustion phenomenon for the
cases: (a) a 16 mm catalyst without segmentation, (b)
two segments each with 8 mm catalyst, (c) four segments
each with 4 mm catalyst, and (d) eight segments each
with 2 mm catalyst with ER = 0.6 and V = 20 m/s.
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small-scale reactor in this work. The computa-
tional domain contains both the gas-phase and
the surrounding channel walls. The reactor is
65 mm in length and the channel is 1 mm in
height. In this work, effects of catalyst segmenta-
tion and cavity on fuel reaction enhancement are
studied. The concentration of the hydrogen–air
mixture is specified at the inlet. The inlet temper-
ature for the fuel/air mixture is 300 K. A uniform
velocity profile is specified at the inlet and the flow
field is laminar for all cases studied. The thermal
boundary condition at the wall is the heat loss
to the ambient air. The exterior heat loss includes
the heat convection by air and thermal radiation.
The exterior wall temperature is specified by
experimental data measured by K-type thermo-
couple and a value of 300 K is specified for ambi-
ent air temperature. At the exit, pressure is
specified with a constant ambient pressure of
101 kPa.

In the simulations, non-uniform meshes are
used with more grids distributed in the reaction
region near the wall to provide sufficient grid res-
olution in the computational domain. The simula-
tion convergence is declared when the residuals of
all governing equations approaches steady states.
With the convergent criteria, the results reported
in this work are achieved with the residuals smal-
ler than 10�5.

Chemical reaction mechanisms are used in the
gas phase as well as on the catalyst surface of the
inner wall. The homogeneous reaction mechanism
of hydrogen–air combustion composes of 9 spe-
cies and 19 reaction steps; these are adopted from
the mechanism proposed by Miller and Bowman
[18]. The surface reaction mechanism shown is
compiled primarily from that proposed by Deu-
tschmann et al. [19]. These reaction mechanisms
have been used in previous studies and the com-
parisons with experimental results are satisfactory
[20–22].
4. Results and discussion

4.1. Effects of catalyst segmentation

In order to understand the effects of catalyst
segmentation on combustion characteristics,
extensive experiments have been carried out to
characterize the reaction performance in the chan-
nel with four catalyst layouts. Figure 3 displays
the photographs of combustion phenomena in
multi-segment catalyst channel with equivalence
ratio (ER) of 0.6 and inflow velocity of 20 m/s.
This velocity substantially exceeds the flame speed
of hydrogen, and thus the homogeneous reaction
cannot be sustained in a small-scale reactor with
non-catalytic walls under this condition. For a
single catalyst with 16 mm-Pt (Fig. 3a), however,
the result indicates that only heterogeneous
reaction is observed in the channel. In general,
hydrogen has inherently larger mass diffusivity
than that of hydrocarbon fuels, and also has rela-
tively high sticking coefficient to platinum cata-
lyst. It is prone to trigger a heterogeneous
reaction over catalytic surface even in high inflow
velocity. Nevertheless, the conventional competi-
tion of fuel and oxidizer on the catalyst bed leads
to the inhibition of gaseous reactions. Further-
more, the lack of sufficient heat and fuel concen-
tration in the upstream residual gas could not
sustain a homogeneous reaction behind the cata-
lyst. For the cases of two segments each with
8 mm-Pt and four segments each with 4 mm-Pt,
both hetero- and homogeneous reactions are
observed in the channel. A dim red/orange color
at the first catalyst bed and bright white color at
the location between adjacent catalyst segments
are found in Fig. 3b and c. It appears that hydro-
gen inherently triggers heterogeneous reaction at
the first catalyst section, and then successively
induces gas-phase reaction behind the catalyst.
The gas-phase reaction is sustained in the non-cat-
alytic walls adjacent to catalyst segments, where
the gas inherits prior catalytically induced exo-
thermicity and intermediate radicals. For the case
of eight segments with 2 mm-Pt, nonetheless,
there is only heterogeneous reaction. It conjec-
tures that the upstream catalyst does not provide
sufficient catalyst bed to produce catalytically
induced exothermicity for supporting the down-
stream homogeneous reaction, especially in high
flow velocity condition. Accordingly, a sufficient
length of catalyst segment is a pivotal parameter
to initiate the heterogeneous reaction in the
upstream and release sufficient thermal energy to
sustain homogeneous reaction in the downstream
for preventing thermal and radical quenching on
the non-catalytic wall.

Figure 4 shows the experimental observations
and numerical simulations of H2 and OH mass
fractions for the reactor that has eight segments
each with 2 mm-Pt. The equivalence ratio (ER)
of the mixture is 0.6 and the inflow velocity is
20 m/s. Numerical results display certain hydro-
gen consumption close to the catalyst surface as
shown in Fig. 4b, and few OH radical appears
in the vicinity of non-catalytic wall adjacent to



Fig. 4. Experimental observations and numerical simu-
lations of H2 and OH mass fractions for the reactor with
2 mm-Pt � 8 segments under the condition of ER = 0.6
and V = 20 m/s.

Fig. 6. Experimental observations and numerical simu-
lations of H2 and OH mass fractions in the reactor with
2 mm-Pt � 8 segments under the condition of ER = 0.8
and V = 20 m/s.
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catalyst segments as seen in Fig. 4c. It manifests
that no homogeneous reaction occurs in the chan-
nel, but only heterogeneous reaction. The com-
bustion behavior obtained from numerical
simulation is similar to the experimental observa-
tion. In order to further examine the reaction
behavior in the channel, Fig. 5 shows the com-
puted ratio of surface mass fraction to mean bulk
mass fraction along the channel. In general, the
heterogeneous reaction can be considered as
kinetically controlled, for which the surface con-
centration is greater than 95% of the bulk concen-
tration. For mass transfer controlled, the surface
concentration is less than 5% of the bulk concen-
tration. Figure 5 indicates that hydrogen is con-
sumed periodically on the catalytic surface in the
region of the catalyst segments, but the length of
catalyst is not long enough to develop into
mass-transfer-control region. Some bumps in fuel
concentration distributions appear in non-cata-
lytic section, where fuel has no heterogeneous
consumption but concentration accumulates due
to diffusion from main stream. This explains
why hydrogen tends to induce surface reaction
over the platinum catalyst, but no gas-phase reac-
tion occurs at the location between adjacent cata-
lyst segments.
Fig. 5. Computed ratio of surface mass fraction to mean
bulk mass fraction of reactant along the channel with
2 mm-Pt � 8 segments under the condition of ER = 0.6
and V = 20 m/s.
When the equivalence ratio (ER) of mixture is
increased to 0.8 and the inflow velocity is kept at
20 m/s, experimental observations and numerical
simulations of H2 and OH mass fractions for the
reactor with eight segments each with 2 mm-Pt
are shown in Fig. 6. It can be seen from Fig. 6a
that both hetero- and homogeneous reactions
occur in this case, but flash-back occurs in the
other cases. Although an increase in hydrogen
concentration contributes to enhancing hetero-
and homogeneous reactions, the increase of flame
and wall temperature could result in flame flash-
back. Obviously, heterogeneous reaction is ini-
tially induced in the upstream catalyst segments,
and then gas-phase reaction is anchored at the
location between third and fourth catalyst seg-
ments and dragged out a flame. Figure 6b exhibits
that hydrogen is significantly consumed in the
vicinity of upstream catalyst segment due to
induced heterogeneous reaction and fuel conver-
sion is completed behind the fourth catalyst seg-
ment. The OH mass fraction shown in Fig. 6c
reveals that the induced homogeneous reaction
behind the third catalyst segment accelerates
hydrogen conversion. Figure 6 indicates that the
location of homogeneous reaction observed from
experiments is in good agreement with numerical
predictions. Figure 7 further interprets that the
heterogeneous reaction takes place in the
upstream catalyst segments, while the downstream
catalyst segment inherits thermal energy and thus
induces catalytically supported homogeneous
combustion. Consequently, the upstream catalyst
segments are responsible for initiating surface
reaction, while the downstream catalyst segments
and spaces are functional to maintain catalytically
supported homogeneous combustion.

Figure 8 shows the range of combustion char-
acteristics for four different catalyst layouts with
various inflow velocities and ER = 0.6 and 0.8.
For ER = 0.6 as shown in Fig. 8a, there is a wider
range for hetero- and homogeneous reactions in
the case of four catalyst segments each with
4 mm-Pt. This configuration is better than the



Fig. 7. Computed ratio of surface mass fraction to mean
bulk mass fraction of reactant along the channel with
2 mm-Pt � 8 segments under the condition of ER = 0.8
and V = 20 m/s.
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Fig. 8. Operating range of four catalyst layouts with
various inflow velocities for (a) ER = 0.6 and (b)
ER = 0.8.
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Fig. 9. Photograph of combustion phenomenon in the
catalytic reactor (2 mm-Pt � 8 segments) with various
inflow velocities.

Fig. 10. Experimental observations and numerical sim-
ulations of H2 and OH mass fractions and velocity
distribution in the reactor with 2 mm-Pt � 8 segments
and cavities under the condition of ER = 0.4 and
V = 20 m/s.
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other cases. On the contrary, for ER = 0.8 as
shown in Fig. 8b, the range for hetero- and homo-
geneous reactions become wider in the case of
eight segments each with 2 mm-Pt, but it is nar-
rower in the cases of four segments with 4 mm-
Pt and two segments with 8 mm-Pt. Because of
large mass diffusivity and high sticking coefficient
of hydrogen, a large amount of hydrogen would
inherently deliver to catalyst bed and induce cata-
lytic reaction accompanied with great exothermi-
city. Therefore, the case with relatively large
catalyst segment is prone to have flame flash-back
in relative low inflow velocity. Figure 9 shows the
combustion phenomena in the reactor for the case
of eight segments each with 2 mm-Pt with various
inflow velocities ranging from 15 to 40 m/s. Flame
anchoring position recedes from the upstream
segment to the downstream segment as the inflow
velocity is increased from 15 to 30 m/s. When the
inflow velocity is increased to 35 m/s, gas-phase
reaction could not sustain inside the small-scale
reactor and only surface reaction exists. Conse-
quently, hydrogen combustion behavior in multi-
segment catalyst channel is strongly related to fuel
concentration, inflow velocity, and catalyst length,
which influence the thermal balance between cata-
lytically induced exothermicity and heat losses to
the wall.

4.2. Effects of cavity

In order to improve flame stability in the chan-
nel for various inflow velocity and fuel concentra-
tion conditions, cavity is implemented in the
reactor. Figure 10a shows the experimental obser-
vations and numerical simulations of H2 and OH
mass fractions and velocity distribution in the
reactor with eight segments each with 2 mm-Pt
and cavities under the condition of ER = 0.4
and V = 20 m/s. Numerical results display that
heterogeneous reaction at the first catalyst



Fig. 11. Computed ratio of surface mass fraction to
mean bulk mass fraction of reactant along the channel
with 2 mm-Pt � 8 segments and cavities under the
condition of ER = 0.4 and V = 20 m/s.

Fig. 13. Operating range of a multi-segment catalyst (a)
without and (b) with cavities under various inflow
velocities and equivalent ratios.
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segment delivers radicals and heat to the first cav-
ity, and promotes the homogeneous reaction in
the cavity, as seen in Fig. 10b and c. Cavities
enhance the stabilization of homogeneous reac-
tion by providing a low-velocity asylum, as seen
in Fig. 10d. The congregation of OH radicals in
the cavities represents flame anchoring, and the
calculated flame anchoring location is in good
agreement with experimental observation
(Fig. 10a). Figure 11 shows that a large amount
of hydrogen is consumed in the first 2 mm and
the chemical effect is dominated by heterogeneous
reaction. The successive hetero- and homogeneous
reactions are stabilized in the first cavity, while the
remaining hydrogen is rapidly consumed in the
following section. The chemical reaction belongs
to catalytically supported homogeneous combus-
tion and fuel conversion is completed in a con-
fined distance. Consequently, the existence of
cavity not only provides a low-velocity region
for flame stabilization, but also supplies thermal
energy to heat up the adjacent catalyst segment
and to enhance the catalytic combustion.

Figure 12 shows the top view observation of
combustion phenomenon in the channel with
eight segments each with 2 mm-Pt and cavities.
The inflow velocity is ranging from V = 10 to
V = 40 m/s and ER = 0.4. The reaction character-
istics in all flow velocity conditions belong to het-
ero- and homogeneous reactions except for the
case of V = 10 m/s. This is due to that the heat
Fig. 12. Photograph of combustion phenomenon in the
reactor with eight segments each with 2 mm-Pt and
cavities under various inflow velocities.
generation from fuel exothermicity cannot over-
come the heat loss from the combustor chamber.
It leads to flame quenching on the channel. When
hydrogen concentration is increased, homoge-
neous reaction would appear in the channel. It
appears that the flame is anchored at the first cav-
ity for V P 15 m/s. Nevertheless, the unreacted
hydrogen could induce homogeneous reaction in
the downstream cavities as the inflow velocity is
increased. Figure 13 shows the operating range
of a multi-segment catalyst with and without cav-
ities under various inflow velocities and equivalent
ratios. Owing to physical and chemical character-
istics of hydrogen, it is subject to trigger heteroge-
neous reaction in the upstream catalyst segment
and also to induce homogeneous reaction in the
upstream cavity. Experimental and numerical
results indicate that the existence of cavities
appreciably extends the stable operating range of
catalytic combustion in the small-scale combustor
for a wide range of inflow velocities. Moreover,
cavities in a small-scale system can further stabi-
lize the flame and serves as a heat source to
enhance the reaction. Consequently, this mecha-
nism resolves the problem of short residence time
in high flow velocities and compensates the lack of
inadequate heat in low flow velocities.
5. Conclusions

The effects of catalyst segmentation and cavi-
ties on enhancement of hydrogen combustion in
a small-scale reactor are re-examined by numeri-
cal simulation with detailed chemical and thermal
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dissipation mechanisms and counter-validated by
experimental observations for the first time. These
catalyst configurations were considered to
improve the hetero- and homogeneous reactions
in the reactor. Results reveal that heterogeneous
reaction occurred in the prior catalyst segment
generates active chemical radicals and catalyti-
cally induced exothermicity; a homogeneous reac-
tion is subsequently induced and anchored in the
following non-catalytic wall or cavity. Further-
more, the effect of catalyst segment plays an essen-
tial role in a catalyst segmentation mechanism,
and is strongly related to inflow rate and fuel con-
centration. Accordingly, flame anchoring position
in a multi-segment catalyst channel relied on fluid
intensity and fuel concentration. Implementing
cavities in a small-scale reactor ameliorates the
flame instability and extends the flammability. It
is due to that cavities can collect radicals and
hot gas from upstream and provide a low-velocity
region to sustain and anchor gas-phase reactions.
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